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Authorpreneur - Shanda Trofe 2022-02-08
Build your author empire and become the AUTHORity in your niche. When it's done right, becoming a
published author lends you credibility and establishes you as an expert. Writing and publishing a book to
represent your brand opens doors to new opportunities and expansion for your business. In Authorpreneur,
Shanda Trofe not only guides you through the process of creating a high-quality book that sets you up for
long-term success, but also how to build your author empire with your book as the foundation, to gain
credibility and become an authority in your area of expertise. You'll also learn how to: - Write your nonfiction book in seven easy-to-follow steps - Structure your content in a way that ultimately turns your
readers into clients - Develop your brand, find your target audience, and create a tribe of devoted fans Build your author platform and grow your list so you have a warm audience in which to market your books,
products and services - Ways to repurpose and expand on your content to create companion products and
offers such as online courses, speaking engagements, workshops, mentoring and coaching programs, and
much more - The best ways to promote your book, products, and services to set yourself up for long-lasting
success as an authorpreneur! *Updated and expanded second edition.
Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity - Stanley K. Stowers 1986-01-01
Making use of letters--both formal and personal--that have been preserved through the ages, Stanley
Stowers analyzes the cultural setting within which Christianity arose. The Library of Early Christianity is a
series of eight outstanding books exploring the Jewish and Greco-Roman contexts in which the New
Testament developed.
Empire's Wake: Postcolonial Irish Writing and the Politics of Modern Literary Form - Mark Quigley 2013
Traces development of Irish literary modernism from the 1920s to the 1990s through the writings of James
Joyce, John Millington Synge, Samuel Beckett, Sean O'Faolain, Frank McCourt, and the Blasket Island
autobiographers, Tomas O'Crohan and Maurice O'Sullivan. Considers Irish literature in relation to Irish
nationalism and aftermath of British empire.
Writing Self, Writing Empire - Rajeev Kinra 2015-09-17
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press’s new open
access publishing program for monographs. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. Writing Self, Writing
Empire examines the life, career, and writings of the Mughal state secretary, or munshi, Chandar Bhan
“Brahman” (d. c.1670), one of the great Indo-Persian poets and prose stylists of early modern South Asia.
Chandar Bhan’s life spanned the reigns of four different emperors, Akbar (1556-1605), Jahangir
(1605-1627), Shah Jahan (1628-1658), and Aurangzeb ‘Alamgir (1658-1707), the last of the “Great
Mughals” whose courts dominated the culture and politics of the subcontinent at the height of the empire’s
power, territorial reach, and global influence. As a high-caste Hindu who worked for a series of Muslim
monarchs and other officials, forming powerful friendships along the way, Chandar Bhan’s experience
bears vivid testimony to the pluralistic atmosphere of the Mughal court, particularly during the reign of
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Shah Jahan, the celebrated builder of the Taj Mahal. But his widely circulated and emulated works also
touch on a range of topics central to our understanding of the court’s literary, mystical, administrative, and
ethical cultures, while his letters and autobiographical writings provide tantalizing examples of early
modern Indo-Persian modes of self-fashioning. Chandar Bhan’s oeuvre is a valuable window onto a crucial,
though surprisingly neglected, period of Mughal cultural and political history.
Build Your Empire - Daphne McCorery 2007-09
Build Your Empire has been recently revised and expanded to give you more "bang for your bucks". Learn
new tips, strategies, and insight on how to increase your net worth right now. The average person cannot
afford to depend only on their day job anymore. People must dip their hands into many projects
simultaneously in order to generate several streams of income. Build Your Empire discusses how to create
products, utilize the media, buy a business v. starting one and more. Master your financial destiny. Included
is a workbook to help you develop the entrepreneurial mind-set, challenge the almighty fear factor and
become the person you always wanted to be.
Small Press Record of Books in Print - 1988
Content-Area Vocabulary Strategies for Social Studies - Walch Publishing 2003-02
Write from the Heart - Shanda Trofe 2014-08-16
Do you have a story inside you? As an author, publisher and writing coach, Shanda Trofe specializes in
working with aspiring authors to get their message from idea to publication. Through her coaching
practice, she urges clients to delve deep within and put their most heartfelt writing forward. This book is a
compilation of those techniques, including over twenty-two writing exercises, challenges, tips and
resources designed to inspire you to share your own unique message with the world. Here's more of what
you'll find inside: - Inspirational quotes, exercises and tips to keep you motivated throughout the writing
process - Alternative techniques such as meditation and journaling to help you develop your story idea Learn how visualization and words of affirmation can actually help you realize your writing goals - How to
build an author platform while you're writing so you have an audience of readers upon publication - The
many publishing options available and how to choose the one that's right for you - Clever ways to market
your book to optimize exposure ...and much more!
The Shorthand World and Imperial Typist - 1907
Sunset - 1909
Empire of Neglect - Christopher Taylor 2018-05-18
Following the publication of Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations, nineteenth-century liberal economic
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thinkers insisted that a globally hegemonic Britain would profit only by abandoning the formal empire.
British West Indians across the divides of race and class understood that, far from signaling an invitation to
nationalist independence, this liberal economic discourse inaugurated a policy of imperial “neglect”—a way
of ignoring the ties that obligated Britain to sustain the worlds of the empire’s distant fellow subjects. In
Empire of Neglect Christopher Taylor examines this neglect’s cultural and literary ramifications, tracing
how nineteenth-century British West Indians reoriented their affective, cultural, and political worlds toward
the Americas as a response to the liberalization of the British Empire. Analyzing a wide array of sources,
from plantation correspondence, political economy treatises, and novels to newspapers, socialist programs,
and memoirs, Taylor shows how the Americas came to serve as a real and figurative site at which
abandoned West Indians sought to imagine and invent postliberal forms of political subjecthood.
Distance and Documents at the Spanish Empire's Periphery - Sylvia Sellers-García 2013-12-11
The Spanish Empire is famous for being, at its height, the realm upon which "the sun never set." It
stretched from the Philippines to Europe by way of the Americas. And yet we know relatively little about
how Spain managed to move that crucial currency of governance—paper—over such enormous distances.
Moreover, we know even less about how those distances were perceived and understood by people living in
the empire. This book takes up these unknowns and proposes that by examining how documents operated
in the Spanish empire, we can better understand how the empire was built and, most importantly, how
knowledge was created. The author argues that even in such a vast realm, knowledge was built locally by
people who existed at the peripheries of empire. Organized along routes and centralized into local nodes,
peripheral knowledge accumulated in regional centers before moving on to the heart of the empire in
Spain. The study takes the Kingdom of Guatemala as its departure point and examines the related aspects
of documents and distance in three sections: part one looks at document genre, and how the creation of
documents was shaped by distance; part two looks at the movement of documents and the workings of the
mail system; part three looks at document storage and how archives played an essential part in the flow of
paper.
Men of Men - Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01
The second book in the epic Ballantyne series Zouga was left alone, as alone in spirit as he had ever been in
any of his wanderings across the vast African continent. He had spent almost the last penny he owned on
these few square feet of yellow earth at the bottom of this hot and dusty pit. He had no men to help him
work it, no experience, no capital.' A tribal battle. An Empire's war. Zouga Ballantyne has in his blood a
fanatic's need to find diamonds, one that will take him to Southern Africa's most punishing places. Losing
his wife to one of the many sicknesses that haunt the diamond mine camp, Zouga and his sons must find
another way through the country, helping to build the British Empire, and developing their own form of
civilisation in the face of tribal opposition. But the Ballantyne family success comes at a price -the sacrifice
of the local Matabele tribe, who have tried to live alongside the colonists, but are slowly losing everything.
In the face of exploitation, violence and greed, who will triumph in the land of ruthless men?
Duchess by Deception - Marie Force 2019-01-29
In this Gilded Age–romance series opener by a New York Times–bestselling author, a wealthy Duke must
marry by his thirtieth birthday or lose his title. Derek Eagan, the dashing Duke of Westwood, is well aware
of his looming deadline. But weary of tiresome debutantes, he seeks a respite at his country home in
Essex—and encounters a man digging on his property. Except he’s not a man. He’s a very lovely woman.
Who suddenly faints at his feet. Catherine McCabe’s disdain for the aristocracy has already led her to flee
an arranged marriage with a boorish Viscount. The last thing she wants is to be waylaid in a Duke’s home.
Yet, she is compelled to stay by the handsome, thoughtful man who introduces himself as the Duke’s estate
manager. Derek realizes two things immediately: he is captivated by her delicate beauty, and to figure out
what she was up to, Catherine must not know he is the Duke. But as they fall passionately in love, Derek’s
lie spins out of control. Will their bond survive his deception, not to mention the scorned Viscount’s pursuit?
Most important, can Catherine fall in love all over again—this time with the Duke? “Despite the dramatic
title of Force’s magnificent Regency, she keeps the focus squarely on the romance as a suspenseful story
unfolds. . . . With a meet-cute that’s as creative as the work itself, Force has crafted a masterpiece with the
perfect amount of romance.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A vividly described, deeply erotic
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romance.” —Booklist An Official Military Spouse Book Club Pick
Gas Review - 1916
Do You Make These Mistakes in English? - Edwin L Battistella 2009
In the early 1900s, the language of America was becoming colloquial English-the language of the
businessman, manager, and professional. Since college and high school education were far from universal,
many people turned to correspondence education-that era's distance learning-to learn the art of speaking
and writing. By the 1920s and 1930s, thousands of Americans were sending coupons from newspapers and
magazines to order Sherwin Cody's 100% Self-correcting Course in the English Language, a patented mailorder course in English that was taken by over 150,000 people.Cody's ubiquitous signature advertisement,
which ran for over forty years, promised a scientifically-tested invention that improved speaking and
writing in just 15 minutes a day. Cody's ad explained that people are judged by their English, and he
offered self-improvement and self-confidence through the mail.In this book, linguist Edwin Battistella tells
the story of Sherwin Cody and his famous English course, situating both the man and the course in early
twentieth century cultural history. The author shows how Cody became a businessman-a writer,
grammatical entrepreneur, and mass-marketer whose ads proclaimed "Good Money in Good English" and
asked "Is Good English Worth 25 Cents to You?" His course, perhaps the most widely-advertised English
education program in history, provides a unique window onto popular views of language and culture and
their connection to American notions of success and failure. But Battistella shows Sherwin Cody was also
part of a larger shift in attitudes. Using Cody's course as a reference point, he also looks at the selfimprovement ethic reflected in such courses and products as the Harvard Classics, The Book of Etiquette,
the Book-of-the-Month Club, the U.S. School of Music, and the Charles Atlas and Dale Carnegie courses to
illustrate how culture became popular and how self-reliance evolved into self-improvement.
Book Launch Formula - Justin Ledford 2017-04-30
How To Write, Publish, & Market Your First Non-Fiction Book Around Your Full Time Schedule Become an
Authority,Build Your Brand, & Create A Passive Income
The Freelance Writer's E-Publishing Guidebook - Anne Hart 2001-06-24
Your Mentor's Complete Guide to 25+ Freelance Writing and Digital Video Businesses and Other Homebased Online Businessess in E-Publishing and the Digital Media. Also part two is writing skills techniques.
The English and Empire Digest - 1921
Build an Empire - Elena Cardone 2018-11-06
Why you must envision, create and defend your personal empire.Advise for business, life and love.
The 100+ Series Building Writing Skills, Grades 4 - 5 - Kelly Hatfield 2012-10-22
Good writing requires knowledge and practice. Building Writing Skills provides both! Each page explains a
basic writing skill concept, offers an interesting exercise to learn the skill, and helps students to acquire
writing skills one at a time. The objective, easy-to-grade activities are perfect for reinforcing classroom
learning, providing additional practice, and building confidence. The pages also work as excellent tools to
help teachers assess student abilities. Extension suggestions allow students to become authors and put
skills to work immediately for additional reinforcement. An invaluable addition to your classroom writing
program. Reproducible. 128 perforated pages.
The Renaissance of Empire in Early Modern Europe - Thomas James Dandelet 2014-04-14
This book brings together a bold revision of the traditional view of the Renaissance with a new comparative
synthesis of global empires in early modern Europe. It examines the rise of a virulent form of Renaissance
scholarship, art, and architecture that had as its aim the revival of the cultural and political grandeur of the
Roman Empire in Western Europe. Imperial humanism, a distinct form of humanism, emerged in the
earliest stages of the Italian Renaissance as figures such as Petrarch, Guarino, and Biondo sought to revive
and advance the example of the Caesars and their empire. Originating in the courts of Ferrara, Mantua,
and Rome, this movement also revived ancient imperial iconography in painting and sculpture, as well as
Vitruvian architecture. While the Italian princes never realized their dream of political power equal to the
ancient emperors, the Imperial Renaissance they set in motion reached its full realization in the global
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empires of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spain, France, and Great Britain.
Epic and Empire in Nineteenth-Century Britain - Simon Dentith 2006-06-15
In the nineteenth century, epic poetry in the Homeric style was widely seen as an ancient and anachronistic
genre, yet Victorian authors worked to recreate it for the modern world. Simon Dentith explores the
relationship between epic and the evolution of Britain's national identity in the nineteenth century up to the
apparent demise of all notions of heroic warfare in the catastrophe of the First World War. Paradoxically,
writers found equivalents of the societies which produced Homeric or Northern epics not in Europe, but on
the margins of empire and among its subject peoples. Dentith considers the implications of the status of
epic for a range of nineteenth-century writers, including Walter Scott, Matthew Arnold, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, William Morris and Rudyard Kipling. He also considers the relationship between epic poetry and
the novel and discusses late nineteenth-century adventure novels, concluding with a brief survey of epic in
the twentieth century.
Writing Under Tyranny - Greg Walker 2005-10-20
Writing Under Tyranny: English Literature and the Henrician Reformation spans the boundaries between
literary studies and history. It looks at the impact of tyrannical government on the work of poets,
playwrights, and prose writers of the early English Renaissance. It shows the profound effects that political
oppression had on the literary production of the years from 1528 to 1547, and how English writers in turn
strove to mitigate, redirect, and finally resist that oppression. The result was the destruction of a number of
forms that had dominated the literary production of late-medieval England, but also the creation of new
forms that were to dominate the writing of the following centuries. Paradoxically, the tyranny of Henry VIII
gave birth to many modes of writing now seen to be characteristic of the English literary Renaissance.
Technologies of Empire - Dermot Ryan 2012-12-19
Technologies of Empire reshapes post-colonial scholarship of the long eighteenth century by exploring the
ways in which post-enlightenment authors employ writing and imagination to produce rather than simply
represent empire. Challenging the assumption that the first imaginings of coordinated global empires occur
in the later nineteenth century, this study argues that authors ranging from Adam Smith, Edmund Burke to
William Wordsworth conceive of imagination and writing as technologies that can conceptualize and
consolidate the new forms of empire they see emerging.
Finding Your Niche-- Marketing Your Professional Service - Bart Brodsky 1992

Best-selling author James Green shares his own ground-breaking 6-step formula for producing top quality,
highly successful non-fiction books in just 24 hours. 24 Hour Bestseller: How to Write a Book in 24 Hours
will provide you with a 6-step writing blueprint that you can set on full 'rinse and repeat mode' providing
you with a step-by-step recipe for writing success. After becoming disillusioned with his own writing
struggles, the author decided to completely re-engineer the entire process, providing a plan for: generating
and validating new book ideas; creating comprehensive book outlines; writing in a quick, easy and
enjoyable way; publishing the completed books effortlessly. Inside 24 Hour Bestseller, you will learn: How
to stir your creative juices to constantly think up new book ideas; How to validate and evaluate your ideas
for maximum profit; How to create a solid book outline that will make the writing process a breeze; How to
turn your writing into a fun game; How to stay motivated; When to outsource (and when not to); How to
craft your book title and description for maximum impact; How to publish your book to KDP easily; Book
pricing strategies; And much more... If you've become overwhelmed and disillusioned with the whole
writing process, this book will be your guide and your tonic, re-energizing your authoring efforts. You'll be
more productive than ever, and most importantly, you will find writing enjoyable once again! Whether
you're a complete novice and have never even written a book before, are struggling to come up with new
book ideas, or are a seasoned author who simply needs some tips on how to write more effectively, then this
book is for you. 24 Hour Bestseller will guide you step-by-step through the entire formula and get you
authoring for success once more!"
Unholy Empire - D. Brian Shafer 2002-11-10
The prophetic clock is ticking. Lucifer and his army of 'imps' search frantically for the prophetic "Seed of
the woman". The memory of God's promise that this seed would rise up and crush the serpent's head stirs
them to shadowy demonic activity. Unholy Empire chronicles the duel between God and the fallen angels as
both focus their attention on the Seed. The devils watch for any and every sign of the Seed in an all out
effort to stop, delay, compromise, or otherwise destroy this impending prophetic nightmare. If they fail they
are all doomed. The second book in the "Chronicles of the Host Series", Unholy Empire uncovers the major
themes covering the Seed and the people of covenant as well as Lucifer's all-out war against them. It sheds
new light on dramatic encounters between Cain and Abel, Moses and Pharaoh, David and Goliath, and
others.
Hoard's Dairyman - 1923

Girl Boss Building My Empire - Inspiration Creative Designs 2019-06-07
You have it in you to be successful, to be a self-made entrepreneur or businesswomen. Write your goals
down. Then take action. You are a success! Personal diary, writing journal, record your personal thoughts,
goals, prayers and creative thoughts. EASY AND CONVENIENT to use.Self-Help Journal Writing.Ideal size
at 6" x 9" and 120 Pages.Cream-colored pages with a matte paperback cover (flexible and thin binding).
Comfortable division of sections and line spacing. You Go, Girl Boss!
Prayer, providence and empire - Joseph Hardwick 2021-08-10
European settlers in Canada, Australia and South Africa said they were building ‘better Britains’ overseas.
But their new societies were frequently threatened by devastating wars, rebellions, epidemics and natural
disasters. It is striking that settlers turned to old traditions of collective prayer and worship to make sense
of these calamities. At times of trauma, colonial governments set aside whole days for prayer so that entire
populations could join together to implore God’s intervention, assistance or guidance. And at moments of
celebration, such as the coming of peace, everyone in the empire might participate in synchronized acts of
thanksgiving. Prayer, providence and empire asks why occasions with origins in the sixteenth century
became numerous in the democratic, pluralistic and secularised conditions of the ‘British world’.
The Persian Empire in English Renaissance Writing, 1549-1622 - J. Grogan 2014-02-18
The Persian Empire in English Renaissance Writing, 1549-1622 studies the conception of Persia in the
literary, political and pedagogic writings of Renaissance England and Britain. It argues that writers of all
kinds debated the means and merits of English empire through their intellectual engagement with the
ancient Persian empire.
How to Write a Book in 24 Hours - James Green 2015-03-09

Writing for Video Games - Steve Ince 2006-09-29
Video games is a lucrative new market for scriptwriters but writing for video games is complex and very
different to traditional media (tv or film). This practical guide shows how you can adapt your writing skills
to this exciting medium. Written by an award-winning games writer, the book gives you a realistic picture
of how games companies work, how the writer fits into the development process, and the skills required:
from storytelling, to developing interactive narrative, characters and viewpoints, dialogue comedy and
professional practice. Illustrated with examples from games and quotes from developers, writers and
agents, this is a cutting edge professional writing guide at a very accessible price.
88 Money-Making Writing Jobs - Robert Bly 2009-01-01
THE BEST WAYS TO MAKE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WRITING! Writers today are no longer just
working on books and newspapers. Businesses, advertisers, and hundreds of other outlets are desperate for
people who can craft effective messages and persuade people with their words. A strong writer can make
$50 to $200 per hour, or even more... if you know where to find the work. Robert Bly is a professional
writer who makes more than $600,000 per year from his writing. Now, he's ready to share his secrets. 88
Money-Making Writing Jobs presents the best outlets writers can find to turn their words into profit
(including many that few people think to seek out). Along with an overview of each job, you'll discover: A
breakdown of what it typically pays The nuts and bolts of what you'll write What it takes to work in the field
How to get started Resources for finding the work For anyone serious about a career as a writer, this guide
offers the best information on how to make incredible money in ways that are fun, challenging, and make
the most of your writing talents.
How To Write a Business Plan - Edward S. Parker 2017-09-02
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Building a Business Empire? - Start with a Plan! Are you on your way to building your own business
empire? Are you trying to learn the fundamentals of what makes a great business? Are you a visionary with
a drive to achieve big goals? Let me make it clear - you are in the right place! Every business needs a solid
business plan. From my humble years of experience in the industry, I can swear by a business plan. Every
successful business out there has a solid business plan driving them. It is a fundamental requirement of a
great business. It gives the business a map to its ultimate vision! Conquer The Business World! So, if you
are confused about a business plan and eager to know about its importance, pick up this book and let me
clear the fog out! From understanding business plans to notes on my experiences and mistakes - this book
has it all! By the end of this book, you will have charted your own plan to conquer the business world! It
does not matter if your business is doing terrific or terribly bad - A business needs a business plan! Why
should you buy this book from among the 1000 others on the store? Learn everything about a business plan
- from the very basic of why you need one to real world examples. Find out if your business is in the right
niche! Learn from several real world examples of business plans. Find out all the different types of business
plans out there to select the perfect one for your needs. Included templates to help you in the process of
writing a business plan Terrible mistakes that I made for you to learn from If you are still confused on
taking action, why don't you use the "look inside" option on amazon and have a glance at the first few pages
of the book to make sure this book can be your partner as you build your business! To take full control of
your business and write a impeccable business plan, scroll up and click BUY NOW!
Start Writing Your Book Today - Morgan Gist MacDonald 2015-06-02
In this book, the author walks you through every step of how to write a book. After you read it, you'll be
ready to start writing today.
What Is Your Dream - Blank Journals 2017-05-08
" What is Your Dream" ? This is a Writing Journal. It contains 100 pages with lightly lined pages for writing
poetry, notes, lists, or ideas for your next book. 100 pages allow for perfect absorbency with ink, gel pens,
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or pencil Perfect for making lists, creating poetry, or writing down your life reflections Each journal
contains an inspirational message High-quality -- Matte cover for a professional finish Perfect size at 6" x 9"
Perfect for gift-giving
Writing the Empire - Carol Bolton 2015-09-30
Examines a range of Robert Southey's writing to explore the relationship between Romantic literature and
colonial politics during the expansion of Britain's second empire. This study draws upon a range of
interdisciplinary materials to consider the impact of his work upon nineteenth-century views of empire.
(Un)writing Empire - 2020-10-12
The contributors to the present volume, in espousing and extending the programme of such writers as
Edward Said, Benedict Anderson, Homi Bhabha, and Gayatri Spivak, lay bare the genealogy of 'writing'
empire (thereby, in a sense, 'un-writing' it). One focus is the Caribbean: the retrograde agenda of
francophone créolité; the re-writing of empire in the postmodern disengagement of Edouard Glissant;
resistance to post-colonial allegiances, and the dissolving of binary categories, in contemporary West Indian
writing. Essays on India, Malaysia, and Indonesia explore various aspects of cultural self-understanding in
Asia: un-writing high culture through hybrid 'shopping' among Western styles; the use of indigenous oral
forms to counter Western hegemony; romantic and anti-romantic attitudes towards empire and the land. A
shift to Africa brings a study of Nadine Gordimer's feminist un-writing of Hemingway's masculinist
colonising narrative, a searching analysis of Soyinka's restoration of ancient syncretic elements in his West
African re-visions of Greek tragedy, changing evaluations of the validity of European civilization in André
Gide's representations of Africa, and tensions of linguistic allegiance in Maghreb literature. North America,
finally, is brought back into the imperial fold through discussions of Melville's re-writing of travel and
captivity narratives to critique the mission of American empire, Leslie Marmon Silko's re-territorialization
of expropriated Native American oral traditions, and Timothy Findley's representation of Canada's troubled
involvement with its three shaping empires (French, British, American).
The Blacksmith & Wheelwright - 1916
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